The studyof the German army has gained a
rather largefollowingin our Army. One aspect that continues to draw attentionis the
high level of unit cohesion that buoyed the
Wehmmcht wtroughoutWorld War11. The
at&or atta&zesculhrraland so&M factors
tJndmake the German model lessapplicable
to US Army effortsto enhance unitcohesion.
Hejinde our internalevaluationend promotionsystemsto be (Inegan’veinfluence.
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N THE ongoing search for solutions to
perceived weaknc.ssesin the US military
system, many concerned sold& have tumedoften uncritically-to the German experience
for guidance. The German model is in the forefront in almost all key areas of the debate over
military reform. The German General Staff is
alternately role model or bogeyman in the
battle over Joint Chiefs of Staff reform; the
name ofTar van Clawewitz is invoked in every
: ” strategic or theoretical military debate, usually
with equal reverence on both sides; the tactical
and operational doctrines of the DcutscheHecr
are cited ~evetywhere in our current doctrine!
am&ents.
Unfortunately, relatively few of
ave both the linguistic and
‘tactical skills needed to make sense of chew
discussions.’

nation.“’ Objections usuallyfall into WF of6&1!
categories. First, critics of the Gemtatl model
,:,
raisethe point that the German army ws an it>%~
saument orevenanoriginator ofaggessivep&
cigs,and that it participated in aaociti,esand im,
nimil behavior so extreme that its ethos, its
line and its omanizational methods are
fatally tainted. Tliey ate, theret& inhwntly
inapplicable in ~ademocratic society. Second,
~th& arguethat the Germans’ social organization
~: ::“‘~”
‘,: and hiitorical pattern were so alien to our own
_:~ that their experience has no practical relevance
B‘assford
,‘:
for,‘&.Third. rhev savthat militaw technolwv
and warfare have altered so much in th,e !ast 4D
I

~,I

that the German model is obsolete.
Fourth, they question the basic assumption that
the German amly was a particularly effective or’
ganization; some have gone so far as to say that
years

experience seems most relevant to US

problems, is the question of how
to produce cohesion in ourfighting W&S.
The answer that has achieved a measure
ofacceptance throughout the Army has
been to strivefor personnel stability. This
idea has been translated into concrete
programs in the form of
COHORT (cohesion, opemtional readiness and Wining)
and the regimental system.
milhy

the Geman a”ny of World War II was a “sec.
o&-rate” organization that achieved its suppostdly imprcsive victories only because its opponents were even more inferior.,’ Afrer all, they
lost in the end, didn’t they?
The foutth point ha3 no merit, and its prop0
nents are suffering either from an unrealistic idea
of what actually can be expected of a military organization or from simple chauvinism4 2While
German cohesion and tactical mastety are exag
gerated beyond the realm of realism by many
writers, the defeat of the German army was the
result of strategic factors over which it had no
control. Germany’s fundamental strategic errors
in both world wars were the product of defective
constitutional systems, not poor military leadership.
The other three argunxnts, however, have a
great deal of merit. And yet, the problems that
US forces have experienced over the past few
generations are so profound, and the accompiishmenrs of the German atmy so attractive in
a purely professional sense, that the German
model cannot be ignored. What is needed is a
new synthesis, a basic agreement on the parameters within which the German model has applicability to Jle problems of US military organti-
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tion.5 If some workable consensus is not reached
on that divisive issue, this critical aspect of
the reform debate will sputter off into a futile
historiwphical
side show, to which opponents
of refotm can point as an excuse for continued
inertia.
Such an overall synthesis is, of course, beyond
the scope of an article such as this one. By focusing on one aspect of the reform debate, however,
perhaps we can develop an approach to the
problem that can begin the procr at least
advance the debate to a new phase line.
The area in which this debate has been most
fruitful, and where the German experience
seems most relevant to US military problems, is
the question of how to produce cohesion in out
fighting units. The anwet that b achieved a
measure of acceptance throughout the Army has
been to strive for personnel stability. This idea
has been translated into concrete programs in
the form of COHORT (cohesion, operational
readiness and training) and the regimental sys
tern. These programs, which grow out of bitter
US experiences in World War II, Korea and
Vietnam, are often justified hy citing the Germans’ experience with theit wartime replacement system.
Ironically, COHORT is actually a peacetimeonly system that cannot be maintained in periods of sustained combat, and the regimental system is hazed on a British model that has no
practical relevance to US otganizational sawtures. The regimental system has, in any case,
been watered down into virtual irrelevance, and
COHORT does not appear to be achieving its
initial promise.6 Although the failings of the
regimental system can be traced in large part to
bureaucratic opposition, the problems we areexpetiencing with COHORT mn deeper; somethii is wrong with the theory.
COHORT has always faced certain inevitable
criticisms. COHORT companies are often
isolated and suspect organisms within their
old-style battalions and brigades. The conflicts between COHORT priorities and thaw of
the rest of the Army can spark serious &ion.
The whole concept has been subject to much
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wWe German cohesion and &z&xl mastery are exaggerated beyond
the realm of renlism by many writers, the &feat of the German army was the
result of strategic factors over which it had no control. Germany’sfumiamentaL
strategic errors in both world wars were the vroduct of defective
“constitutional systems, not poor mili&y leader~hihip:

bureaucratic resistance. The basic idea, however, seems so appealingLand such a matter of basic common sense to those of us who have suffered in units with flatly absurd personnel
turnover rateSthat
such problems can be dist&sed as ,&e price of progress. Other compi&s, ‘such as claims that some COHORT
un&;wete ills disciplined and paxly trained,
&i&Is0 be dismissed as evidence of last-ditch
resistance to this wave of the future.
Unfortunately, detailed studies of COHORT
by the military psychologists of the Walter Reed
&my Institute of Research (WRAIR) have
slkti
that there truly are problems with the
COHORT program. Although their study of
COHORT in the 7tb Infamy Division (Light)
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initially suggested that the program was succeeding, the fifth report showed that “the division
could not sustain its early success within the
consmzints of its mission and conventional assumptions about leadership and leader/follower
relationships.” It concluded that,+ ~““&“m
had “failed in the human dimensions.” Cohesion, as we have txcderstood the,,~term, :~as
achieved in only about 20 pe&erit ‘Ofthe Units
studied. This problem was not unique to&e 7th
I&nay Division; these numbers are consistent
with those found in studies throughout the
hY‘
The

fundamental problem is pr6bably in our
concept of the meaning of “cohesion,” and our
illusion that it is synonymous with personnel
sta
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biliry. Simply keeping 100 (or 16,ooO) soldiers
together for three (or 30) years will not bring
battlefield cohesion. It is not enough simply
that these people know each other intimately;

What we need to produce is not
a military Woodstock, but mull m&&y
communlfies in which individua&of all
mnks, regardkss of the inevitable
tensions between them, have to coopemte
out of a sense of selfinterest strong
enough to offset the many divisive
pressures to which units
are subjected.

this is romanticism.
Familiarity is far more
likely to breed contenfgt than it is to produce
“tight, proud families.
If we want to look for the deeper sources of u)e
hesion within the German my, it may be useful
to look outside the boundaries ofstrictly military
history and delve into German social history and
wciological theozy’ It has long been uaditional
for social historians of Germany to discuss their
subject in terms of the conceptual dichotomybetween GeseUschafi-a word that cofcesponds
fairly well to our own concept of formal, civil
society-and
the more alien Gemeinschaficommunity. Gemeinschnfr has gained some evil
connotations from its place in Nazi ideology, esFpecially its use in Vdksgoneinschufi, the National
Socialist ideal of a German “racial community.”
The concept has older and more benign roots,
however, and corelates well with the illusive
ideal of cohesion that US soldiers have been putsuing since the Vietnam debacle.
It is common for military historians to treat
uaditionaiGemx+wocietyassome
kind ofamedie& survival made up of noble officers and lay
ai peasants, with industrious townsfolk making
&es--and
later, Tiger m&--somewhere
offin
the distance. The pervasive German ideal of
community, however, can probably be traced
more easily to the isolated and almost classless

n

small towns of the Holy Roman Empire than to
the stratified society of the hmkers on their nral
estates in Prussia. .Mack Walker, in his classic
book, Germnn Home Towns, examined these
communities in great detail.
These townsfolk did not necessarily love their
neighborsin
fact, they may well have “abominated” one another-but
their communities
were incredibly tough, resilient entities, much
like units of the German army. They survived for
centuries through plague, war and famine, and
for all ofthat time they resisted-+ucce.ccfully, for
the most pm-the
relentlw pressure of princes
and bureaucmt~ to integrate them into the stmctore of the Ges&ck$t state. Not even the great
territorial consolidations and legal, social and
political reforms enforced by the armis of the
French Revolution and Napoleon could undermine their essential aloofnes5 irom the larger
German society
The source of this solidariq was not, a.5has
been pointed out already, mere mutual esteem
and affection, nor was it mindless conservatism.
These communities were welded together by a
seamless web of self-interat.
The home town
provided the Biirger with not only hi personal
identity but hi 1egaJandsocial status. The town
guilds regulated and protected hii bwiitx. His
customers were his neighbors and potential inlaws. The various aspects of life which we-in
our complex, impersonal scciety4epamte
into
clear categorier of legal, economic, political and
s&al life, were all one undiierentiated whole.
To be the head of the Shoemaker’s Guild
brought real political power and social prestige,
true; but the man still had to sell his shcq and
political opponents or unhappy constituents
could buy from someone &e. A town leader
could, not rely upoq manipulation of the party
and the news media; hi constituents knew everything about him that there was to know. He
either met the needs of the community, or he lost
office. This did not necessarily make him virmous,~but it did make him responsible.
As civilians, we would find life in such a community oppressive, and there is no good American parallel to the concept and ideals of Ge-
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initikliy suggested that the program was succeeding, thejifih report showed that ‘the
division could not sustain its early success within the constraints of its mission and

meitwhajt.
The model is still useful for our
puqxxq because there are many parallels here
to what we would expect to find in an ideal military unit, particularly one in combat. The ideal
unit la a clear set ofgoals: survival and victory.
Leaders hold their positions in accordance with
the contribution they make to the unit’s wellbeing and collective accomplishment. There is
a sense of mutual responsibility that tranxends
rank and position.
To be effective as a unit, and to remain effective under smss, soldiers also must be welded together by such a web of continuing common interests, and not just a “touchy-feely,” feel-good
interest in “being all that they can be.” What we
need to produce is not a military Woodstock, but
small military communities in which individuals
of all ranks, regardless of the inevitable tensions
between them, have to cooprate out of a sense
of self-interest stung enough to offset the many
divisive pn~.~uresto which units are subjected.
This is not to ignore idealistic motives-clearly
they are imptrtan-but
they are not enough.
There are other important aspects of German
social and political history that must be under-
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stood before the German military model can be
applied to the US situation. Cur own concept
of social organization is derived from our Enlightenment and revolutionary traditions. Rev,
olution came to England in the 17th century and
to France in the 18th century because of&e irresponsibility and failure of the classes that provided govemmencal and religious authority. The
Enlightenment in the West was, therefore, hiily suspicious of authority, whether it was social,
religious or political. French and American societies, whose thought is largely rooted in the Enlightenment,
adopted extremely formalistic
methods of organization in which different of life were clearly separated from one another,
and the limits of power were shaply delineated
through“checks and balances.” New cemmlii
national institutions were created to breakdown
the power of local elites. Armies reflect their
societies, and our general attitude toward social and political organization has certainly
had an impact on our military institutions;
this is why we so consistently diffuse authority and responsibility away from unit level and
up into vast, impersonal bureaucracies. This

n

Americans are simply net
predisposed toward making the social
adjustments necessaryfor creating stable,
lang-tenn relationships within a group of
a’iverseperso@ities. Whenforced into
such a group, we tend instead ta form
cliques and to harass and oppress each
other. . . In civil society, this kind of
activity is called %tnocmcy.”

is the Gesellschnft approach with a vengeance.
Within the old (I-k+ Roman) German Em
pire, in contrast. authority had always been decentralized; they started out with “p~weerdown”
and had trouble even in creating a unified stmctwe that we would recokmize as a state. Much of
&is decentralization carried over into the SK“nd AndyThird Reiclx. Social, political, eco,
nomic and military power were held by the same
her&q
clawsi but church and government
were generally responsible. Came&t ideology
stresssd the role of the traditional leadership in
bringing about positive change. Naked political
power was restrained by the concept of the
Kechtsstaar: nor the nncien r&imeb “L&lt, c’at
moi,” hut Frederick the Great’s “1am the first servant of the state.”
The German people were thus not merely
helplessvictitns”ftr.rditi”n, and it is, inmanyrespectr, false to w them a~ a society of parants
who ohcyed the arist~xxats without thinking and
pairs bourgeois that worshipped and aped the
behavior of the officer class; our views are distorted by our very different historical experiaxes.‘@ The notorious German respect for authority was rooted in a justifiable belief that the
naditional leadership classes had been both responsible and successful.
When the traditional leadership failed in
1918, there was revolution. The old belief in authority remained, however, even though the
new leadership came from very different sours,
and the remnants ofthe“Id were subjected to se.
vere constraints. The Nazi movement was, in
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many respects, an attempt to recreate the old
“home town” sense of community on a national
sale. In this it was remarkably (and brutally)
successti~l,until bombed out of existence due to
its strategic errors.
The dominating ideal in traditional German
xxiety was thus this concept of community: Gemeimchafi as opposed to Gesellschaft. Comprehending it is central to any understanding of the
crucial differences between American and German society, and thus to an understanding of the
proper interpretation of the Gaman military
model in terms of its applicability to US problems. Because of our own historical experience,
we interpret community in formalistic, legalistic,
Gesellschafi terms. We companmentalize “UTinterpersonal relationships and seek always to preserve our individual freedom of movement. In
broad social terms, this has heen a very succes&l
approach. It is not, however, the optimum basis
for communities that need to survive and fimction on the battlefield. Ttw German: n&d&$
community is clearly more useful Under &I&
conditions; its defects in terms of American social ideals and its association with the ma&q
lence of National So&Ii&m are not necewriIy
a justificationforrejectingitforourownnarrowly military purposes.
Creating in our military units a sense of Yommu&y” in thii German sense is not purely a
matter of personnel stability, &bough we must
acknowledge that personnel stability is the sine
qua mm for any further progress. We must face
up to the Lxct that there are features in our militay system beyond individual rotation that tend
to split our units into fragments and, ultimately,
into anemic individuals. Essentially, these features breakdown into three categories: the social
predispositions of the US soldier (which are very
different from those of the German); the system
by which we evaluate units and translate that
evaluation into individual retention and promotion; and the way we obtain, train, and use out
unit-level leaders.
If Americans have any unique social trait; it is
their readiness to abandon a community in
which they experience problems and to wander
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on into new relationships. This trait is rooted
deeply in out historical experience, and it contradicts all of the otherwise valid curtent thiiing about cohesion and personnel stability.
Americans ate simply not predisposed toward
making the social adjustments necessary for
creating stable, long-term relationships within a
group of diverse personalities. When forced into
such agroup, we tend instead to form cliques and
to harass and oppress each other. This is just
a.5true of officers a.5it is of junior enlisted men.
In civil society, this kind of activity is called
“democracy.”
In the Atmy, it can be suppressed during a
short, intense period such as basic training, but
the tendency reemerges under more nomu citcumstances. Army organizational methods do
not provide any “democratic” means to reestabliih harmony. Units thus have a natural tendency to destroy their own cohesion. Thii kid of
internecine conflict is itself one of the pressures
behind our rapid personnel turnover, for none of
us really wants to be condemned to hanging out
with the same crowd of randomly chosen stmngers for any great length of time. Where stabilized
units do not self-destruct outright, they often
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achieve internal peace only through a level of
grow&ii
that inhibits any creativity ot ptogress toward a distant goal.”
We attempt to create such unir goals by means
of our unit evaluation systems--the Annual
General Inspection (AGI), the Army Training
and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) and various
other inspected events. Many times the inspec,tion criteria are unrealistic and put undue strain
on units already struggling to make COHORT
and the light infantry concept work. Unquestionably, this factor causes added tension and
family stress, but our evaluation and reward
systems are inhprntl~ divisive. Evaluation methods based on “task, condition and standard” are
designed to test adherence to bureaucratic-style
procedures, not unit military achievement.‘2
Thus, they reward people for keeping their own
comets neat, not for the contribution they make
to the unit’s perfomxmce. Usually, there is a direct contradiction between the two; for example, when it becomes a choice between providing timely logistic support or keeping files, hand
receipts and inventories straight.
In any case, unit achievements on evaluated
events are only indirectly reflected in individual
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times the inspection criteria

are unrealistic and put undue strain on
units already struggling to make
COHORT and the tight infantry concept
work. Unquestionably,thisfactor causes
aaiied tension andfamily stress, but our
evaluation and reward systims are
inhavntly divisive.
The o@er evaluation
report/enlisted evaluation report system
ignores the question of unit achievement
emirely; individuals can wal&away from
faling units with “ma.? OERs, while an
rraverage”mting in a superb unit is sdll a
career-killer. In our quest to provide
%dividual equity,” we have &stroyed
the vital connectton between collective
atui individual achievement.

cart-r progress. often, depending on intemal
unit politics, they are not reflected at all. The officer evaluation repot&listed evaluation report
(OER/EER) system ignores the question of unit
achievement entirely; individuals can walk away
from &iling units with “ma2 OERS, while an
“‘average” rating in a superb unit is still a cateetkillm In our quest to provide “individual equity,”
we have destroy& the vital connection between
collective and individual achievement. In this
rtxard, the lessons of the German model ate
missing; I know of no study that has seriously addres& the mechanics by which the peacetime
German army connected unit accomplishment
with individual career progress.”
Strong, explnienced unit leaders who focus on
the combat mission may be able to ovetcome the
divisive pressures of the Atmy’s evaluation systems. Mature and personally prestigious individuals may be able to overcome the naturally fractious tendencies of US soldiers. I4 Unfortunately,
we ct)mplete the damage done to unit cohesion
by personnel turbulence, the personnel themselves and the Atmy‘s evaluation systems, by w

ularly draining them of this type of leadership.
The promotion and assignment systems and the
up-or-out policy systematically remove such
leaders from field units.
They are replaced by a stream of young sergeants and lieutenants who-regardless of their
inherent potential-simply
cannot be expected
to lead soldiers under the sness of ARTEPs and
AGIs, much less combat. Certaiily, there are
among our junior sergeants and company grade
officers many strong, natutal leaders; but without
giving the rest a great deal of personal experience
and seasoning, it is impossible to achieve the
consistent leadership quality that is vital. Treating
the junior slots as mere steps in the on-the-job
training of more senior leaders is a sux4ite rec.
ipe for fraggings and combat refusals.‘5
ThisisthemessageofcheWRAlRUnitManning System studies: “Theproblem lay not in the
quality ofsoldiers or their leaders but in intemally and externally generated pressures, and in basic cultuml assumptions and leadership practices
in the Atmy about how soldiers should behave
toward one another.“16 Defective unit and individual evaluation methods force unit leaders to
behave in ways that contmdict any notion of
collective interest, and the Army’s unit-level
leadership is unable-&cause
of its origins, experience levels and its imtitutional culture-to
stop the fares of internal disintegration.
Young sergeants and lieutenants (and many
leaders who are more senior) tend to react to career ptessutes with unethical behavior, which
destroys their moral standing and credibility, and
to deal with internal unit tutmoil through repression rather than through flexibility and maral leadership. The WRAIR study observed that
leaders felt driven to such actions “[e]ven when
they knew their behavior undermined the trust
and initiative *ey requited for success in cornbat.“17 As a result, we get COHORT units that
cannot f&l1 the promise ofthe COHORT concept and are not significantly more cohesive
than ok!-style ‘%lendamatic” units, in which
people shift too rapidly to let grievances fester.
~answerisnot,ofcourse,togobacktohigh
levels of personnel turbulence. We know from
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COHESION
our experience in Vietnam that grievances an
fester wirh fatal speed in a combat environment.
It would also be wrong to conclude simply that
COHORT does not work. The CYHORT concept remains valid; high levels of technical and
tactical capability and of “horizontal” (soldier to
soldier, as opposed to “vertical,“soldier to leader)
cohesion were consistently observed. The program’s demonstlated weaknesses indicate, however, that the problem of personnel turbulence
has masked deeper problems caused by the
ArmyS defective evaluation and promotion systems. Many negative aspccts of Army “culture”
and distortions in our concepts of the leader-led
relationship have resulted from these evaluation
and reward sys:ems.
The true relevance of the German m&l is
that is shows us that cohesion is a function of a
sense of community and shared practical interests, not merely of familiarity and personal relationships. The COHORT program must be re-

The promotion and assignment
systems and the up-or-out policysystema&ally remove such leaderqfromjkk2
units. . . They are replaced by a stream of
young sergeants and Iieutenants whe
regardless of their inherent potentialsimply cannot be expected to lead soldiers
under the stress of ARTEPs and AGls,
much less combat.

mined and expanded, but the search for unit cohesion will remain a quixotic quest for the Holy
Grail unle=~ we cease destroying-through
the
individual evaluation and promotion proa-what
we are attempting to create through
COHORT
We must find ways to satisfy our
soldiers’ need for “individual equity” within
the larger framework of unit obligations and
accomplishment. ls MR

NOTES
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